The algebra ? («Í) will be called the generalized sum of the upper (F^F^-semilattice ordered system A of algebras or briefly, the sum of the upper (F^Fj)-system A of algebras.
The following may be checked easily.
(v) U u is a subalgebra of it (A). (vi)
If i*u then tt^ is a subalgebra of the reduct 
. (vii) If F 2 =t ({0}) then the definition of !t(A)
is equivalent to that of the Plonka sum (see [13] ).
(viii) If Fj=0 then ? (A)
is an extension by a retraction of the algebra tl u (see [5] ). Conversely, if algebra U is an extension by a retraction r of an algebra 1l Q and A*A Q then U can represented as the generalized sum of the upper (0,F)-system: Λ = <(0,F) , (-1,0) ,{U_ 1 ,U 0 },{hlj;,h°,h2 1 }>, where tt_ 1 =(A-A Q ;0), h^ is the identity map on A^, ie{-l,0}
and h^1=r|A-A Q .
F Q -regular identities and F 0~s ymmetrical identities
In this section we consider identities of some special 
